
Conversational 
headlines

Getting readers to tap your story starts 
with a headline that makes them a promise



Making the promise
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You never get a 
second chance to 
make a first 
impression.

ANDREW GRANT

In digital, your headline is your “first impression.”  



So what “headlines” are 
we talking about?

Headlines serve a lot of purposes. And if you’re in Presto, 
there are a lot of options.



Social

• Emotional, browsing

• Sharing and 

discussion

• Peaks 12-24 hours 

after major breaking 

news

Search

• Informative, high 

intent

• Breaking and recent 

updates

• Peaks immediately 

after breaking news



Headline

• Tap into the emotion, 

outrage or surprise

• What will help 

someone to share it

• Be conversational

Page title

• What will you Google 

to find the story?

• Keywords at the front

• Think about the 

national storyline

Headline is written for a human and page title is written for a robot. 



Headline

• Emotional, browsing

• Sharing and 

discussion

• Peaks 12-24 hours 

after major breaking 

news

Page title

• Informative, high 

intent

• Breaking and recent 

updates

• Peaks immediately 

after breaking news



So…what makes a good 
headline?

It’s an art form based in science …



What makes a headline a superstar?

Use vivid, 
evocative words, 
particularly verbs

Highlight novelty 
and explanation

Create curiosity 
gap without 
click baiting

Build drama with 
a 2nd sentence or 

em dash

Indicate “news 
you can use”

Highlight failure 
or accountability

Ask questions 
worth asking

Include punchy 
or emotional 

quotes
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It relates to a reader’s everyday life and/or conveys how a story impacts them. 
Tactically, headlines do one or more of the following: 

Recommendations based on hundreds of homefront A/B headline tests from Gannett markets. 
Initial analysis by Fran Berkman, Taboola newsroom engagement manager. 



Use vivid, evocative words, particularly verbs

Update footers using the Header and Footer menu on the Insert tab 10



Use vivid, evocative words, particularly verbs

Update footers using the Header and Footer menu on the Insert tab 11

• Why it works? Good writing that helps us picture what’s happening always wins. Often 
the “picture” that’s created by the headline will tie into an emotion.



Highlight novelty and explanation
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Why it works? Invokes a feeling of wanting more details and potentially spurs an emotional 
response or sense of discovery.

Highlight novelty and explanation



Curiosity gap without click baiting
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Curiosity gap without click baiting - ’this/these’ 

Update footers using the Header and Footer menu on the Insert tab 15



Curiosity gap without click baiting – sense of place
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• Headline words like “Minnesota father” 
mean more to a broad audience than 
“Sauk Rapids father” 



Build drama with 2nd sentence or em dash
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Why it works? You’re telling a story and eluding to a drama or conflict point often. 

Build drama with 2nd sentence or em dash



Let’s practice

A Johnston mom was arrested on Thursday after she left her four kids home 
alone to go on a trip to Germany.

Erin Lee Macke, 30, was charged with four counts of child endangerment 
and one count of making a firearm available to a person under the age of 
21, according to Johnston police. 

On Sept. 21, Johnston police were called to Macke's home after receiving a 
report that young children were left unsupervised in the house.

When officers arrived, they found Macke's children. Two of the kids are 12, 
while the others are 6 and 7.

WHAT’S YOUR HEADLINE?



Possible headlines

Good:

Police: Johnston woman charged with child endangerment after trip to Europe

Johnston mom accused of leaving kids with firearm, among other charges

Police: While mom was in Germany, kids were left home alone — with a gun

Better:

Iowa mom goes to Germany, leaves kids at home alone, police report

Iowa mom vacations in Germany, leaves kids home alone with gun, police say



Indicate news you can use
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Why it works? If the answer to the reader’s question is in the headline. It lets the reader 
know that deeper analysis, relevant facts, impactful implications, helpful advice or 
interesting details are available. 

Indicate news you can use



Highlight failure or accountability
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Why it works? The headline is helping to hone in on an ongoing conversation or debate 

Highlight failure or incompetence



Ask questions worth asking
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Why it works? They can work either as a question or declaration. If you ask a question in 
the headline, your post should either answer the question or frame and explain it in a 
compelling way. Use this with moderation.

Ask questions worth asking



Let’s practice

Costco cashiers in Iowa can earn more than $56,000 per year — some $10,000 more than the state's average wage.

KWQC reported that employees of Davenport's yet-to-open Costco Wholesale store could earn more than $51,000 per year. 
Those workers also would be eligible for $5,000 in annual bonuses after working at least 1,000 hours, the NBC affiliate 
reported.

The chain's starting wage is $13 per hour, with hourly employees receiving regular increases based on the number of hours 
worked.  Across the country, Costco's average wage is about $22 per hour.

On a full-time basis, that would put Costco's average pay firmly above the $42,456 minimum pay for teachers at Des Moines 
Public Schools, according to the district's salary schedule posted online. And the $51,000 annual salary of more tenured 
Costco cashiers is just about $2,000 shy of the annual median wage for all Iowa teachers, which the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics calculates at $53,030.

That compares to median Iowa wages of $65,470 for accountants and auditors, $45,020 for graphic designers and $56,290 
for registered nurses.

WHAT’S YOUR HEADLINE?

http://www.kwqc.com/content/news/Davenport-Costco-to-pay-cashiers-54000-442460193.html
https://www.dmschools.org/departments/human-resources/salary-schedules/
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_ia.htm


Possible headlines

Good:

• New Costco hiring for jobs at $56K, higher than state average

• New Costco courts employees with $51K salary

• Do Costco cashiers earn more than a graphic designer?

Better:

• Do Costco cashiers make more than Iowa teachers?

• How much do you make? Maybe not as much as these Costco workers



Include punchy, emotional quotes
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Why it works? Again, hopefully spurs an emotional response. The voice of subject helps me 
connect with the story. It eludes to the emotion 
I may feel and gives context to the impact of the story.

Include punchy, emotional quotes



Things to avoid
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• Lead-ins: Avoid cute “hammer heads” that 
doesn’t move the story forward. 

• Jargon: Ditch acronyms, words that real people 
don’t use.

• You’re just stating the obvious.

• Everyone’s writing about this. 

• Giving everything away in the headline.

• What does this have to do with me? I can’t 
connect the dots.



Which one won?

• Secret Service has been preparing to protect presidential candidates

• Secret service faces daunting reality: Mass shootings, aggressive crowds

• How 3 semis of frozen chicken landed in lap of Detroit chef

• Detroit chef was gifted 100K pounds of frozen cooked chicken. Here’s why.

• Restaurant to open in long-vacant Detroit building

• Phoenicia to get sister restaurant downtown
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• Secret service faces daunting reality: Mass shootings, aggressive crowds

• How 3 semis of frozen chicken landed in lap of Detroit chef

• Detroit chef was gifted 100K pounds of frozen cooked chicken. Here’s why.

• Restaurant to open in long-vacant Detroit building

• Phoenicia to get sister restaurant downtown



Let’s try it

Choose a couple of  stories you are working on (or 
featured on your homepage) and write a few headlines.



Tip: Extra headlines can make great social chatter

On social, your headline pairs with the 
status words and lead image – it’s all one 
mini package that you design.

And don’t forget that social readers tend to 
engage – and share - with stories that 
evoke an emotion. 



Takeaways

• Talk to a reader like you are talking to a friend.

• If it isn’t working, try something else.

• Effort counts: You probably should try to write several and decide which 
works best

• Don’t save your headline until the end. Do newsgathering first; as you 
decide what the story is, write a draft headline before anything else. If you 
can’t write your headline yet, you don’t know your angle yet.

• Never write a “throwaway headline.” 
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A headline checklist

1. Is the headline accurate? Obviously this is most important.

2. Does it work out of context? Imagine your headline not as it looks above 
your article, but as it looks on the home page of an unrelated site, in 
someone’s Twitter or Facebook streams, in a search result. Pay special 
attention to entities and acronyms.

3. How compelling a promise does it make? Think of your headline as an 
emissary for your post, written to travel around the Internet, selling the 
material to potential readers. Imagine those readers asking your headline, 
“What will this story do for me?

Source: Matt Thompson, NPR via Poynter

https://www.poynter.org/news/10-questions-help-you-write-better-headlines


A headline checklist

4. How easy is it to parse? The more complex the headline, the more 
difficult it will be for users to understand and the more likely they are to 
overlook it. Try to keep your headlines straightforward and unadorned. Use 
concise and familiar words, if possible.

5. Could it benefit from a number? Numbered lists promise not just a lump 
of information, but a specific series of insights. A numbered list can often 
help make it more compelling when the elements are difficult to cohere in a 
more straightforward way.

6. Are all the words necessary?

Source: Matt Thompson, NPR via Poynter

https://www.poynter.org/news/10-questions-help-you-write-better-headlines


A headline checklist

7. Does it obey the Proper Noun Rule? “Name the known, omit the 
obscure.” 

(Tip: Include names people may google in Page Title)

8. Would it work better as an explanatory headline? If you’ve got a scoop -
- that, is breaking news of compelling interest -- a news headline works 
well. But in most other scenarios, an explanatory headline might trump a 
straightforward “here’s what happened” hed.

Ex: “Boehner, Reid unveil rival debt plans.”

OR: “How Boehner and Reid’s rival debt plans compare”

Source: Matt Thompson, NPR via Poynter

https://www.poynter.org/news/10-questions-help-you-write-better-headlines


A headline checklist

9. Does it focus on events or implications? Try focusing not on what’s 
happened, but on what it means.

10. Could it benefit from one of these 8 words?

– “Why”, “how,”, “when” and “what” help to frame the headline as explanation

– “Top,” “best” and “worst” are natural partners with a numbered headline. 

– Words like “your” help me reframe wonky, technical headlines around what they 
might mean to the user.

Source: Matt Thompson, NPR via Poynter

https://www.poynter.org/news/10-questions-help-you-write-better-headlines


THANK YOU.
CONTACT

Kelli Leonard
Content Strategy Analyst - Plains
kkbrown@gannett.com

Thanks to fellow analysts Sandy 
Schlosser and Len LaCara for their 
contributions to this deck.


